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The NPS DEIS on DBOC: 
a)  Knew or should have known that the 

PORE 004 microphone should have 
recorded daily DBOC boat trips and 
equipment if the numbers in Tables 3-3, 
4-2, 4-3, & 4-4 were correct. 

b)  Claimed the bluff blocked the sound 
path from boat to microphone, when 
Google earth elevation profiles and 
FAA photographs show this is incorrect. 

c)  Knew or should have known that the 
microphone had not recorded daily 
DBOC boat trips and equipment, 
showing the numbers in Tables 3-3, 4-2, 
4-3, & 4-4 were incorrect. 

d)  Concealed key data that contradicted 
their conclusions in the NPS DEIS.      

4. Concealed key acoustic data in Chapters 3 and 4 that contradicted DEIS. 

4. Conclusions 



•  What if NPS had data on DBOC boat 
noise but the data were suppressed? 

•  NPS picked microphone PORE 004 
location on July 14, 2009. 

•  PORE 004 microphone was close to NPS 
secret cameras; microphone & cameras 
overlapped for 2 weeks summer 2009.  

•  NPS intentionally picked this “sound-
sensitive area” on shore of Drakes Estero 
near DBOC oyster boats and workers. 

•  PORE 004 microphone data should have 
recorded daily boat trips, but did not. 

•  VOLPE 2011 report never mentioned 
DBOC boats, site selection for PORE 
004, or lack of DBOC boat recordings. 

•  NPS DEIS dismissed PORE 004 
microphone for false reason: assertion 
that the bluff blocked the sound. 

NPS ignored appropriate data on DBOC noise-generating boats collected 
for VOLPE 2011 report and instead used inappropriate data in DEIS  



•  Concerning measurement locations, NPS 
scientists wrote: “… potential locations 
should be reviewed by individuals familiar 
with the park in order to ensure that 
measurements are made … with 
consideration of park management zones, 
specific soundscape management 
objectives of those zones, and any sound-
sensitive areas.”   

•  Placing PORE 004 microphone near NPS 
cameras was no coincidence.   

•  Both cameras and microphone measured 
a sensitive area: DBOC boats relative to 
harbor seals in Drakes Estero. 

NPS policy is to pick “sound-sensitive areas” for noise measurements 

NPS managers failed to follow policies concerning soundscape analysis 



•  The GGNRA NPS EIS stated:  “In 
addition, an ambient noise survey 
was conducted on July 20, 2005 (a 
weekday) to document the typical 
existing noise environment at 
various locations, specifically at 
noise-sensitive receptors within the 
study area (see Table 3-13).  Noise-
sensitive land uses generally include 
those uses where exposure to noise 
would result in adverse effects …” 

•  Focus is on sound-sensitive areas 

Other NPS EIS reports picked sound-sensitive areas for noise measurements  



•  VOLPE 2011 report stated:  “These sites 
were selected during a meeting on July 
14, 2009 between Point Reyes NPS and 
FAA Western-Pacific Regional personnel, 
and the Volpe Center (with NPS Natural 
Sound Program Officer participating via 
phone).”   

•  The VOLPE report made no mention of 
“sound-sensitive areas” yet microphone 
PORE 004 was in just such a location 
near the secret cameras along Drakes 
Estero. 

•  NPS DEIS acknowledged that DBOC 
noise should have influenced its 
recordings at PORE 004 microphone. 

NPS policy is to pick “sound-sensitive areas” for noise measurements 

NPS DEIS failed to follow policies concerning soundscape analysis 



•  Concerning the directive to monitor 
“noise-generating human activities” from 
DBOC, NPS failed.  No data from DBOC 
were presented in DEIS.   

•  If DEIS was correct in its numbers, then 
microphone PORE 004 should have 
recorded daily DBOC boat trips out west 
channel to oyster bags on OB and UEN.   

•  VOLPE 2011 report said nothing about 
DBOC boats.   

•  DEIS simply stated that the bluff below 
the microphone likely blocked the sound 
path from boats to microphone.   

•  As shown here, that was incorrect.  The 
sound path was unobstructed.    

NPS DEIS failed to follow policies concerning soundscape analysis 

NPS policy is to pick “sound-sensitive areas” for noise measurements 



•  The National Academy of Sciences study 
on Drakes Estero was released in May 
2009.   

•  The NPS supported a petition to the 
Marine Mammal Commission to study the 
impact of DBOC boats on harbor seals in 
June 2009.   

•  Why was the microphone PORE 004 site 
picked on July 14, 2009 if not because 
this was a “sound-sensitive area” along 
Drakes Estero where DBOC boats and 
equipment should be recorded?   

•  This site was close to where the PRNS 
Superintendent had placed the NPS 
secret cameras.  Yet … 

NPS DEIS failed to follow policies concerning soundscape analysis 

NPS policy is to pick “sound-sensitive areas” for noise measurements 



•  … the VOLPE 2011 report neither 
mentioned importance of PORE 004 site 
selection nor whether noise from DBOC 
boats or equipment were detected in the 
59-day recordings.   

•  Although the DEIS did mention the 
importance of location, it then dismissed 
it due to bluff below the microphone.   

•  What follows here is our analysis of the 
data collected by PORE 004.   

•  The microphone did indeed record DBOC 
boats, but the implications of which boats 
were recorded (weekly in main channel) 
vs. which were not (daily in west and 
lateral channels) has profound 
implications in contradicting the DEIS. 

NPS policy is to pick “sound-sensitive areas” for noise measurements 

NPS DEIS failed to follow policies concerning soundscape analysis 



•  NPS has video recordings of DBOC boats 
and seals. 

•  This video was made at 2:05 pm on May 
15, 2008 by NPS scientist Sarah Codde. 

•  Video made from a location near PORE 
004 microphone and NPS secret 
cameras.   

•  Video showed a DBOC boat travelling 
north in west channel.  It was a calm day.   

•  Audio portion of video recorded shore 
birds down on Drakes Estero.   

•  Boat engine was not heard on audio.   
•  This contradicted the DEIS. 
•  [This also contradicts the MMC 2011 

report, as described elsewhere.] 

NPS scientists knew DBOC boats were not that loud from direct observation 

NPS video recording showed DBOC boats not be heard from across estero 



NPS DEIS (left) used data from VOLPE 2011 report (right) recorded by 
PORE 004 microphone in July 2009 and January 2010 along Drakes Estero  

The VOLPE 2011 report was 
cited in the NPS DEIS as the 
basis for measurements of 

ambient noise levels at 
Drakes Estero … 



Did VOLPE PORE 004 microphone record the DBOC boats?  Which ones? 

VOLPE PORE 004 
microphone located 
very close to NPS 
secret cameras 

along east shore of 
Drakes Estero 

Note the clear unobstructed view of Drakes 
Estero from the PORE 004 microphone 

If the NPS DEIS numbers are 
correct, then the VOLPE 
PORE 004 microphone at 

Drakes Estero should have 
recorded the DBOC boats … 



NPS DEIS (left) was contradicted by data from ENVIRON 2011 report (right) 

The ENVIRON 2011 report 
provided the actual measurements 

of DBOC oyster boat and 
equipment noise levels and was 
highly critical of the NPS DEIS. 

These are actual measurements of 
DBOC boats and equipment, made 

at the request of DBOC. 
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NPS DEIS Chapter 3 claimed DBOC sound levels higher using false data  

85 

79 

71 
70 

58 

50 

Pneumatic drill from DEIS (construction equip.) 

Oyster tumbler from DEIS (construction equip.) 

Oyster boat from DEIS (Jet Ski) 
Pneumatic drill from ENVIRON 2011 

Oyster boat from ENVIRON 2011 

Oyster tumbler from ENVIRON 2011 

NPS DEIS claimed DBOC noise generators higher 
using numbers from Jet Ski & construction equipment 

claimed noise generators higher … 

Note: all noise measurements 
claimed in Table 3-3 in the NPS 
DEIS are measured at 50 feet 
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NPS DEIS Chapter 4 claimed ambient sound lower using incorrect standard  

41 

34 

24 

LAeq from VOLPE 2011 (standard for EIS reports) 

L50 from VOLPE 2011 (text of DEIS) (and Tables in June non-public version) 

“lowest daily ambient level” (Tables 4-2 to 4-4 in DEIS September version) 

NPS DEIS claimed ambient background lower using a 
number not found in summary tables in VOLPE 2011 

… and ambient background lower    

Here are the three measures by which VOLPE 2011 listed 
ambient noise measurements in Table 2.  The “lowest daily 

ambient level” was neither listed nor was the term ever 
used in the VOLPE 2011 report, yet that is the number the 

NPS DEIS picked for Tables 4-2 to 4-4 in Chapter 4.  

LAeq dBA  L50 dBA  L90 dBA  
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NPS DEIS exaggerated DBOC oyster boat sound levels & distances  

71 

58 

41 

24 

Oyster boat from DEIS (Jet Ski – 750 cc, 2-stroke) 

Oyster boat from ENVIRON 2011 

LAeq from VOLPE 2011 (standard for EIS reports) 

7,062 feet 400 feet 

Distance for sound  
to dissipate (feet) 

NPS DEIS 
ENVIRON & VOLPE 

“lowest daily ambient level” (Tables 4-2 to 4-4 of DEIS) 

claimed noise generators higher … 

… and ambient background lower    

DBOC 20 HP 4-stroke oyster boat 

1.3 miles 

20X exaggeration 



harbor seals 
at OB 

DBOC boat 

1.3 miles 1.3 miles 

DBOC boat 
VOLPE 

microphone 

According to DEIS noise measurements of DBOC oyster boats, the noise 
from the DBOC boats should have been recorded by VOLPE PORE 004 
microphone, but DBOC boats were not mentioned in the VOLPE report 

DBOC boat sound contour 
according to NPS DEIS 
numbers on daily trips 

along west channel 

DBOC boat sound contour 
according to NPS DEIS 
numbers on weekly trips 

along main channel 

main channel west channel 



DBOC boat DBOC boat 

400 feet 

DBOC boat sound contour 
according to ENVIRON 

VOLPE 
microphone 

According to ENVIRON noise measurements of DBOC boats, daily DBOC 
boat trips along west channel should not have been recorded by 

microphone whereas weekly trips along main channel should have been 

harbor seals 
at OB 

main channel west channel 

That is precisely what our analysis of the VOLPE 2011 data showed: the 
weekly boat trips in the main channel were recorded by the PORE 004 

microphone, while the daily boat trips in the west channel were not 



“2009 sound measurements” refers to 
VOLPE PORE 004 microphone along 

east shore of Drakes Estero near 
location of NPS secret cameras 

From NPS DEIS Chapter 3 

According to DEIS, VOLPE PORE 004 microphone on bluff over Drakes 
Estero may not have recorded boats due to blocking of sound by bluff …  

… unless features of the 
topography blocked the sound 
of the DBOC boats.  Did the 

bluff block the sound? 

Puzzling: if boat noise blocked from reaching PORE 004 site as suggested 
in DEIS, then why did NPS pick location for “sound-sensitive area”? 



From VOLPE 2011 report 

The VOLPE 2011 report mentioned airplanes and “hikers, campers, talking, 
motor vehicles” for human intrusion, but does not mention the oyster farm 

Airplanes contribute 1.4 
to 1.7 dBA above natural 
ambient, but other human 
sources contribute only 
0.2 dBA above natural 

Airplanes contribute 1.4 
to 1.7 dBA above natural 
ambient, but other human 
sources contribute only 
0.2 dBA above natural 

Airplanes contribute 1.4 
to 1.7 dBA above natural 
ambient, but other human 
sources contribute only 
0.2 dBA above natural 

Day vs. night difference 
are small (0.4 to 0.6 dBA) 

and not attributed to 
differences in DBOC 

boats and workers 



From VOLPE 2011 report 

The DEIS stated that “these values overstate the natural background source 
level in Drakes Estero relative to DBOC noise …” but … 

Mean natural ambient for 
all four locations is 32.8 
dBA while mean natural 

ambient for Drakes 
Estero is 33.0 dBA.  This 

does not account for 
higher winds at the 

exposed Drakes Estero. 

… this too is puzzling, since the “natural ambient” sound level at Drakes 
Estero is no different than the median of all four microphone locations 

Median natural ambient 
for all four locations was 
32.8 dBA while median 

natural ambient for 
Drakes Estero was 33.0 

dBA.  This did not 
account for higher winds 
at the exposed Estero. 



From VOLPE 2011 report 

The VOLPE 2011 report mentioned airplanes and “hikers, campers, talking, 
motor vehicles” for human intrusion, but does not mention the oyster farm 

Human-related 
sounds were 
mostly aircraft 

(13-18%), with a 
small amount of 

hikers and 
people talking 

(3%). 



At Drakes Estero, 80-83% of sound is natural, 13-18% is from aircraft, and 
3% is from “human” sources that included “hikers, campers, talking, motor 

vehicles” but oyster farm boats and equipment were not mentioned  

From VOLPE 2011 report 

Human-related 
sounds were 
mostly aircraft 

(13-18%), with a 
small amount of 

hikers and 
people talking 

(3%). 



Combined 
summer 

and 
winter 

Sunday 
DBOC 

off 

Monday 
DBOC 

off 

Tues. 
DBOC 

on 

Wed. 
DBOC 

on 

Thurs. 
DBOC 

on 

Friday 
DBOC 

on 

Sat. 
DBOC 

on 

All 
DBOC 

off 

All 
DBOC 

on 

L50 36.6 36.4 35.8 34.4 34.0 34.7 35.7 36.5 34.9 

N = 8 8 8 9 8 9 9 16 43 

LAeq 

L50 

L90 

wind 

From VOLPE 2011 report 

Daily sound levels at Drakes Estero correlate with wind speed but not with 
whether DBOC employees were working (Tues – Sat) or not (Sun – Mon) 

Our analysis of VOLPE data 



“2009 sound measurements” refers to 
VOLPE PORE 004 microphone along 

east shore of Drakes Estero near 
location of NPS secret cameras 

From NPS DEIS Chapter 3 

According to DEIS, VOLPE PORE 004 microphone on bluff over Drakes 
Estero may not have recorded boats due to blocking of sound by bluff …  

… but this can be directly tested using Google earth elevation profiles of 
DBOC boats and PORE 004 microphone to determine if the sound path 

from the boat to the microphone was obstructed as suggested in the DEIS 

The recordings from PORE 004 microphone got dismissed with this sentence.  



January 14, 2010 January 15, 2010 

January 29, 2010 February 2, 2010 

200 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boat 

Google earth map of GPS recording of four DBOC boat trips along main 
channel in Jan-Feb 2010 vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: the sound 

path was unobstructed and the microphone should have recorded the boat 



January 14, 2010 

200 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boat 

Google earth map of GPS recording of January 14, 2010 DBOC boat trip 
along main channel vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: the sound path was 

unobstructed and the microphone should have recorded the boat 

January 14, 2010 

main channel 



DBOC 
boat 

DBOC 
boat 

Bluff = 30 feet  

Actual height of microphone: 
69 + 5 = 74 – 10 = 64 ft 

above Drakes Estero 

Google earth map and elevation profile of GPS recording of DBOC boat trip 
January 14, 2010 vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: 071-4 @ 13:51:34 

DEIS claimed DBOC boat 
generates 71 dBA noise at 

50 ft.  At 580 ft, boat 
should be 50 dBA, above 
41 dBA LAeq ambient and 
especially above 24 dBA 

ambient as in DEIS. 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

sound path from boat to microphone was unobstructed 

At this hour, the PORE 004 
LAeq = 39.1 and L50 = 33.3 



VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

DBOC 
boat 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

Bluff = 30 feet  

DEIS claimed DBOC boat 
generates 71 dBA noise at 

50 ft.  At 520 ft, boat 
should be 51 dBA, above 
41 dBA LAeq ambient and 
especially above 24 dBA 

ambient as in DEIS. 

DBOC 
boat 

Actual height of microphone: 
69 + 5 = 74 – 10 = 64 ft 

above Drakes Estero 

sound path from boat to microphone was unobstructed 

At this hour, the PORE 004 
LAeq = 39.1 and L50 = 33.3 

Google earth map and elevation profile of GPS recording of DBOC boat trip 
January 14, 2010 vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: 071-14 @ 13:55:44 



 
250 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boats 

Google earth map of GPS recording of DBOC boat trips along west channel 
in Jan-Feb 2010 vs. PORE 004 microphone:  sound path was unobstructed 

and the microphone should have recorded the boat, but it did not 

main channel west channel 



sound path from boat to microphone was unobstructed 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

Google earth map and elevation profile of GPS recording of DBOC boat trip 
January 14, 2010 vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: 067-79 @ 8:24:37 

DEIS claimed DBOC boat generates 71 dBA noise at 50 
ft.  At 3,850 ft, boat should be 33 dBA, below 41 dBA 
LAeq ambient but above 24 dBA ambient as in DEIS. 

At this hour, the PORE 004 
L50 = 39.4 

DBOC 
boat 

main channel west channel 

DBOC 
boat 



VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

VOLPE 
microphone 
(5 ft above 

ground) 

DBOC 
boat 

sound path from boat to microphone was unobstructed 

Google earth map and elevation profile of GPS recording of DBOC boat trip 
January 14, 2010 vs. VOLPE PORE 004 microphone: 067-79 @ 8:52:36 

DEIS claimed DBOC boat generates 71 dBA noise at 50 
ft.  At 3,200 ft, boat should be 35 dBA, below 41 dBA 
LAeq ambient but above 24 dBA ambient as in DEIS. 

At this hour, the PORE 004 
L50 = 39.4 

DBOC 
boat 

main channel west channel 



According to DEIS, VOLPE PORE 004 microphone on bluff over Drakes 
Estero may not have recorded boats due to blocking of sound by bluff …  

From NPS DEIS Chapter 3 

… but Google earth elevation profiles of DBOC boats and PORE 004 
microphone show DEIS is incorrect: bluff is 30 feet, did not block sound 

Conclusion: sound path from DBOC boat to microphone was unobstructed 



Conclusion: sound path from DBOC boats to PORE 004 microphone was 
unobstructed; VOLPE 2011 report should have recorded DBOC boats 

VOLPE PORE 004 
microphone located 
close to NPS secret 
cameras along east 

shore of Drakes Estero 

Special thanks to Dr. Kurt 
Fristrup and Damon Joyce, 

Natural Sounds Program, NPS, 
Fort Collins, for their help in 
providing the Volpe data and 

answering our questions.  

Special thanks also to Richard 
Steffel, acoustic scientist, 

ENVIRON, who collaborated with 
me to analyze the Volpe data and 
determine the spectral signature of 

the DBOC boats. 



airplane 

VOLPE and NPS scientists detect aircraft, looking at the visual signature in 
a spectrogram (there are many airplanes in the record below; one is 

marked), and listening to sample of corresponding audio data.  Jet aircraft 
have a very distinctive signature (see below).  Prop aircraft have a different 

signature.  As shown here, DBOC boats have yet a different signature.  

January 14, 2010 

VOLPE collected data from PORE 004 
for 59 days: July 16 to August 11, 2009 

and January 8 to February 5, 2010 
Special thanks to Dr. Kurt 

Fristrup and Damon Joyce, 
Natural Sounds Program, NPS, 

Fort Collins, for their help in 
providing the Volpe data and 

answering our questions.  



airplane 

Whereas jet aircraft have distinctive spectral signature, when plotted as 
function of noise level and time, they look like other human-generated noises 

January 14, 2010 

dBA 



Richard Steffel (ENVIRON) and I used GPS records of DBOC boats in 
January-February 2010 to determine the spectral signature of these boats.  

One is shown below on January 14, 2010.  While we identified ~1,000 
recordings of airplanes during the 59 day period, we found only 7 

recordings of boats: all were DBOC boat trips along the main channel.  
None of the daily DBOC boat trips along the west channel were detected.   

January 14, 2010 

airplane 

airplane airplane 

boat boat 



airplane 

boat 

Another DBOC boat recording along main channel on January 15, 2010 

airplane 

January 15, 2010 



airplane 

boat 

airplane airplane airplane airplane airplane airplane 

Another DBOC boat recording along main channel on February 2, 2010 

February 2, 2010 



airplane 

airplane airplane 

boat boat 

Analysis of DBOC boat in the main channel on January 14, 2010 at 1:50 pm   

January 14, 2010 



airplane airplane 
boat boat 

From spectral analysis we can distinguish aircraft from the DBOC boat 

dBA 



January 14, 2010 

200 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boat 

GPS location of DBOC boat trip on January 14, 2010 from 1:50-1:59 pm  

The only 7 records of boats on VOLPE 
PORE 004 microphone in 59 days of 

recording are trips along main channel as 
mandated by CA Dept. Public Health.  

These trips typically but not always 
occurred on Tuesdays and at high tide. 

main channel 



LAeq = 39.1 
L50 = 33.3 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 1:50 pm and 
1:59 pm on January 14, 2010; boat got within 250 feet of microphone  

dBA 

Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

Actual level 

Expected levels 
measured by distance 

to microphone from 
GPS records 

212 ft closest to 
microphone 



LAeq = 39.1 
L50 = 33.3 

The relationship of the actual sound level with the DEIS vs. the ENVIRON 
expected level is a function of boat speed: the faster the boat the louder 

dBA 17 mph 

11 mph 

7 mph 

2 mph 

18 mph 

17 mph 

17 mph 



LAeq = 39.1 
L50 = 33.3 

The relationship of the actual sound level with the DEIS vs. the ENVIRON 
expected level is a function of boat speed: the faster the boat the louder 

dBA 

6 mph 

11 mph 

10 mph 

5 mph 2 mph 

6 mph 

9 mph 

11 mph 

5 mph 

3 mph 
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Adjusted R square = 0.71 
P = 0.00000016 
Intercept = 9.51  

Linear regression analysis for the January 14, 2010 data shows a strong 
relationship between boat speed and noise level with adjusted R2 = 0.71 

60 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in ENVIRON 

71 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in DEIS 

50 dBA @ 50 ft 

Later we combine data from four 
DBOC boat trips and derive the 
relationship of speed vs. noise 

vs. distance to dissipate; we also 
examine DBOC records for 
speeds of boats in the main 

channel during pupping season 
(these data are for outside 

pupping season, and at > +5 ft 
tide with no sandbars exposed)  

mph 



airplane 

boat 

Another DBOC boat recording, and more aircraft, on January 15, 2010 

airplane 

January 15, 2010 



boat 

airplane 
airplane 



LAeq = 35.8 
L50 = 26.0 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 10:47 and 
10:50 am on January 15, 2010; boat got within 500 feet of microphone  

dBA 

Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

Actual level 

Expected levels 
measured by distance 

to microphone from 
GPS records 

All boat speeds 
were 13 mph 488 ft 

closest to 
microphone 



airplane 

boat 

Another DBOC boat recording, and more aircraft, on January 15, 2010 

airplane airplane airplane 

airplane airplane 

January 29, 2010 



boat 



LAeq = 32.7 
L50 = 31.8 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 11:28 and 
11:31 am on January 29, 2010; boat got within 500 feet of microphone  

dBA 
Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

Actual level 

Expected levels 
measured by distance 

to microphone from 
GPS records 



LAeq = 32.7 
L50 = 31.8 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 11:28 and 
11:31 am on January 29, 2010; boat got within 500 feet of microphone  

dBA 

18 mph 

17 mph 

16 mph 

14 mph 

16 mph 

14 mph 

15 mph 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

514 ft 

closest to 
microphone 



February 2, 2010 

airplane 

boat 

Another DBOC boat recording, and more aircraft, on February 2, 2010 

airplane airplane airplane 

airplane 

airplane 



boat 



LAeq = 33.3 
L50 = 30.3 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 1:39 and 1:42 
pm on February 2, 2010; boat got within 500 feet of microphone  

dBA 

Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

Expected levels 
measured by distance 

to microphone from 
GPS records 

Actual level 



LAeq = 33.3 
L50 = 30.3 

dBA 

Expected level at DEIS 
level of 71 dBA at 50 ft 

Expected level at 
ENVIRON level of 60 

dBA at 50 ft 

437 ft 15 mph 15 mph 

13 mph 

7 mph 

17 mph 

17 mph 

13 mph 

14 mph 

PORE 004 recording of DBOC boat in main channel between 1:39 and 1:42 
pm on February 2, 2010; boat got within 500 feet of microphone  

closest to 
microphone 
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Adjusted R square = 0.41 
P = 0.00000083 

Intercept = 10.89  

60 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in ENVIRON 

71 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in DEIS 

50 dBA @ 50 ft 

Likely speed 
(~11 mph) at 

which ENVIRON 
measured DBOC 

boats 

mph 

Linear regression analysis for the four weekly boat trips in main channels 
shows relationship between boat speed and noise level with adj. R2 = 0.41 
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Adjusted R square = 0.41 
P = 0.00000083 

Intercept = 10.89  

60 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in ENVIRON 

71 dBA @ 50 ft 
as in DEIS 

50 dBA @ 50 ft 

Linear regression analysis for the four weekly boat trips in main channels 
shows relationship between boat speed and noise level with adj. R2 = 0.41 

Combining the data from four DBOC 
boat trips leads to a relationship of 
speed vs. noise vs. distance to 
dissipate.  We derive the following: 
 
Speed @ ENVIRON recording: 11 mph 
 
16 mph:  70-71 dBA at 50 ft 
11 mph:  58-60 dBA 
6 mph:  50 dBA 

mph 



Google earth map of GPS recording of weekly DBOC boat trips along main 
channel on March 6, 2012: during pupping season (March-May), DBOC 

boats do not exceed 13 mph and typically stay below 12 mph 

13 mph 

13 mph 

12 mph 

12 mph 

11 mph 

11 mph 

10 mph 

10 mph 

During pupping season, DBOC boats in main channel stay at or below 13 
mph, and generate 58 to 65 dBA at 50 feet and dissipate in 400 to 800 feet 

main channel west channel 



 
250 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boats 

Google earth GPS map of DBOC boat trips along west channel (often to 
west end of lateral channel) in Jan-Feb 2010: sound path was unobstructed 

and PORE 004 microphone should have recorded boat trips, but did not 

main channel west channel 



3182 ft 13 mph 

13 mph 

9 mph 

.6 mph 

2959 ft 

7:31:50 am 

7:31:30 am 

7:31:16 am 

7:31:21 am 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boat 

GPS location of DBOC boat trip from west channel to oyster bags on 
sandbar OB on January 14, 2010 from 7:25 - 7:32 am 

This DBOC boat trip, like other daily boat trips out the west channel, often to 
the west end of lateral channel, was not seen on spectral analysis and was 

not seen in the noise level (dBA) analysis at microphone PORE 004  

January 14, 2010 



airplane 

airplane airplane 

boat in main 
channel 

January 14, 2010 

DBOC boat trip in west channel was not recorded on January 14, 2010 

boat in main 
channel 

boat in west 
channel 

It is all a matter of distance.  On January 14, 2010, 
the PORE 004 microphone recorded the DBOC boat 
in the main channel at 1:50 pm, but did not measure 

the DBOC boat in the west channel at 7:25 am  



L50 = 41.3 

PORE 004 recording between 7:00 am and 8:00 am on January 14, 2010 
did not record DBOC boat in west channel and in middle of sandbar OB 

dBA 

boat January 14, 2010 



•  The NPS secret camera program began 
on May 5, 2007.  The main camera was 
focused on DBOC boats and workers at 
OB and UEN, and harbor seals at OB.   

•  In 2008, photographs were taken during 
pupping season (March-May) and a 
NPS log produced of DBOC boat trips. 

•  In 2009, photos continued into August 
with detailed NPS log of boat trips.  

•  The PORE 004 microphone location 
was selected on July 14, 2009, and 
recordings made from July 17 to Aug 
15, 2009.  

•  The camera & microphone were both in 
ideal locations to focus on DBOC boats. 

•  The camera & microphone overlapped 
for over 2 weeks from July 17 to Aug 1. 

NPS secret camera and NPS/VOLPE microphone overlapped for two weeks 

NPS DEIS failed to report that daily DBOC boat trips neither disturbed the 
seals, nor were recorded by the microphone, contradicting the DEIS 

VOLPE microphone 

NPS secret camera 



•  The camera & microphone overlapped 
for over 2 weeks from July 17 to Aug 1. 

•  The NPS log described 8 DBOC boat 
trips to lateral channel during that time. 

•  None of the DBOC boat trips caused 
disturbances of the harbor seals. 

•  The NPS log described 3 disturbances 
of harbor seals during that time period 
caused by kayakers, leading 50-100% 
of harbor seals to flush into water. 

•  None of the 8 DBOC boat trips to the 
lateral channel in the NPS log are seen 
on the NPS/VOLPE audio spectrogram. 

•  During the same period, 3 DBOC boat 
trips along the main channel, very close 
to the microphone, are seen on the 
NPS/VOLPE audio spectrogram. 

NPS secret camera and NPS/VOLPE microphone overlapped for two weeks 

NPS DEIS failed to report that daily DBOC boat trips neither disturbed the 
seals, nor were recorded by the microphone, contradicting the DEIS 

VOLPE microphone 

NPS secret camera 



 
250 feet 

VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boats 

main channel west channel 

NPS secret 
camera 

NPS camera and microphone overlapped for two weeks from July 17 to Aug 
1, 2009; they captured 8 DBOC boat trips in lateral channel, no DBOC seal 

disturbances, and no noise from boats in lateral channel 



Occasional disturbances to seals were caused by kayaks but not DBOC boats 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

NPS camera and microphone overlapped for two weeks from July 17 to Aug 
1, 2009; they captured 8 DBOC boat trips in lateral channel, no DBOC seal 

disturbances, and no noise from boats in lateral channel 



July 23, 2009 

kayaks 

seals 

Occasional disturbances to seals were caused by kayaks but not DBOC boats 

from NPS 2009 camera log 



NPS camera and microphone overlapped for two weeks from July 17 to Aug 
1, 2009; they captured 8 DBOC boat trips in lateral channel, no DBOC seal 

disturbances, and no noise from boats in lateral channel 

from NPS 2009 camera log 



DBOC boat trip to lateral channel at 8:29 am on July 21, 2009 was not 
recorded by the PORE 004 microphone … 

boat in lateral 
channel 

boat 

dBA 

July 21, 2009 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

windy day 

windy day 



boat 

boat 

July 21, 2009 

dBA 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

lateral channel 

seals … and did not lead to a disturbance of the harbor seals ... 

windy day 

This DBOC boat in lateral 
channel cannot be heard by 

PORE 004 microphone 



boat 

boat 

July 21, 2009 

lateral channel 

seals 

dBA 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

… even when the boat traveled out of the lateral channel. 

This DBOC boat in lateral 
channel cannot be heard by 

PORE 004 microphone 

windy day 



July 22, 2009 

boat in lateral 
channel 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

DBOC boat trip to lateral channel at 12:39 pm on July 22, 2009 was not 
recorded by the PORE 004 microphone 

windy day 



airplane 
airplane airplane 

boat in main 
channel 

July 28, 2009 

boat in main 
channel 

In contrast, DBOC boat trip to main channel at 8:30 am on July 28, 2009 
WAS recorded by the PORE 004 microphone at a distance of ~ 400 feet 

boat in main 
channel 

? 



July 28, 2009 

In contrast, DBOC boat trip to main channel at 8:30 am on July 28, 2009 
WAS recorded by the PORE 004 microphone at a distance of ~ 400 feet 

boat in main 
channel 

boat in main 
channel 

boat in main 
channel 

Unknown noise 
generator – different 

spectral signature 

dBA 

If DBOC boat generated 71 dBA as in DEIS, then at 
400 feet, the microphone should record boat signature 

of 53 dBA, but it did not.  To see boat at 42-45 dBA 
suggests boat generates 60-62 dBA at 50 ft, consistent 

with ENVIRON report and contradicting DEIS 



July 29, 2009 

boat in main 
channel 

airplane 

airplane airplane 

Similarly, DBOC boat trip to main channel at 11:00 am on July 29, 2009 
WAS recorded by the PORE 004 microphone at a distance of ~ 400 feet 

boat in main 
channel 

? 

from NPS 2009 camera log 



boat in main 
channel 

Unknown noise 
generator – different 

spectral signature 
airplane 

NPS photographs show DBOC boat going out main 
channel past camera at 11:10 am, and then returning up 

main channel between 11:24 and 11:25 am  

boat in main channel 

July 29, 2009 

Similarly, DBOC boat trip to main channel at 11:00 am on July 29, 2009 
WAS recorded by the PORE 004 microphone at a distance of ~ 400 feet 

airplane 

dBA 



July 29, 2009 

Similarly, DBOC boat trip to main channel at 11:00 am on July 29, 2009 
WAS recorded by the PORE 004 microphone at a distance of ~ 400 feet 

boat 

seals from NPS 2009 camera log 

If DBOC boat generated 71 dBA 
as in DEIS, then at 400 feet, the 
microphone should record boat 

signature of 53 dBA, but it did not.  
To see boat at 39 dBA suggests 
boat generates 57 dBA at 50 ft. 



July 30, 2009 

boat in lateral 
channel 

boat in lateral 
channel 

boat in lateral 
channel 

boat in lateral 
channel 

airplane 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

DBOC boat trips to lateral channel at 8:20 am and again at 12:18 pm on 
July 30, 2009 were not recorded by the PORE 004 microphone 



DBOC boat trips to lateral channel at 8:20 am (see below) and again at 
12:18 pm on July 30, 2009 were not recorded by the PORE 004 microphone 

boat in lateral 
channel July 30, 2009 

Unknown noise 
generator – different 

spectral signature 

dBA 

If DBOC boat generated 71 dBA 
as in DEIS, then at 3,200 feet, the 

microphone should record boat 
signature of 35 dBA, but it did not.  
To see nothing at ambient level of 
30 dBA suggests boat < 65 dBA. 



DBOC boat trips to lateral channel at 8:20 am and again at 12:18 pm (see 
below) on July 30, 2009 were not recorded by the PORE 004 microphone 

July 30, 2009 

boat in lateral 
channel 

dBA 

If DBOC boat generated 71 dBA 
as in DEIS, then at 3,200 feet, the 

microphone should record boat 
signature of 35 dBA, but it did not.  
To see nothing at ambient level of 
27 dBA suggests boat < 63 dBA. 



July 30, 2009 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

boat 

This DBOC boat in lateral 
channel cannot be heard by 

PORE 004 microphone 



August 1, 2009 

boat in lateral 
channel 

boat in lateral 
channel airplane 

airplane 

from NPS 2009 camera log 

DBOC boat trip to lateral channel at 11:05 am on August 1, 2009 was not 
recorded by the PORE 004 microphone 



boat 

August 1, 2009 from NPS 2009 camera log 

This DBOC boat in lateral 
channel cannot be heard by 

PORE 004 microphone 



VOLPE 
microphone 

DBOC boats 

GPS records of DBOC boats in January-February 2010 were used to determine 
spectral signature of boats.  All 59 days of recordings were examined to identify all 
recordings of boats by PORE 004 microphone.  Only 7 recordings of DBOC weekly 
boat trips were found over 59 days, all along main channel, as mandated by CDPH. 

None of the 50+ DBOC boat trips along the west channel to OB, UEN, and the 
lateral channel during that period were recorded by PORE 004 microphone.   

main channel 

west channel 



•  DEIS claimed DBOC boats heard for 1.3 miles 
while ENVIRON claimed heard for 400 feet. 

•  NPS claims based on false representations of 
DBOC boat noise and ambient sound level 
leading to exaggerated distances. 

•  NPS suppressed data that disproved claims. 
•  The combination of NPS/VOLPE data, NPS 

photographs from secret cameras, and DBOC 
GPS data, shows that DBOC boats only heard 
for 400-800 feet and not 1-2 miles. 

•  DBOC boats in main channel, just 400-500 ft 
from microphone, can be heard on recordings. 

•  But DBOC boats in west and lateral channel 
cannot be heard, disproving NPS claims. 

•  NPS concealed these data.  False 
representations, deception, and concealment 
are part of the definition of fraud.   

NPS should have known that NPS cameras and microphone disproved NPS 

VOLPE microphone 

NPS secret camera 

NPS data from microphone and cameras disprove NPS soundscape claims in DEIS 



1)  NPS failed to follow Management Policies 2006 and Director’s Order #47 
2)  DEIS overestimated DBOC boat noise (misused NOISE UNLIMITED 1995 report) 
3)  DEIS underestimated ambient noise level (misused VOLPE 2011 report) 
4)  DEIS exaggerated distance over which DBOC boats heard (to incredible distances), 

concluding DBOC boats could be heard all across estero thus disturbing wildlife 
5)  NPS placed microphone at Drakes Estero to record DBOC human-generated noises 
6)  NPS secret camera and NPS/VOLPE microphone overlapped for 2 weeks in July 2009 
7)  VOLPE 2011 report said nothing about recording DBOC boats or equipment 
8)  DEIS dismissed VOLPE data saying bluff blocked sound path from boat to microphone 
9)  Google earth elevations show sound path from boats to microphone unobstructed 
10) ENVIRON 2011 report measured boat noise and found it much lower than in DEIS 
11) Our analysis of VOLPE data shows DBOC boats have distinctive spectral signature 
12) Our analysis of VOLPE data show 7 DBOC boats recorded in 59 days; all boat 

recordings were from main channel near microphone (often on Tuesdays) 
13) 50+ nearly daily boat trips along west channel were not recorded (too far away) 
14) ~ 1,000 aircraft overflights were recorded 
15) DBOC boats are closer in noise generated to ENVIRON report than to DEIS 
16) Ambient levels are closer to ENVIRON and VOLPE reports than to DEIS 
17) DBOC boats heard for 400-800 feet depending on boat speed and ambient noise level 
18) NPS deceived the public and peer-reviewers in the DEIS with false representations 
19) NPS had access to data from microphone that showed the DEIS was incorrect 
20) DEIS dismissed data from microphones just as dismissed data from secret cameras 
21) SUPPLEMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS (next pages): FAA photographs show unobstructed 

visual path, and thus sound path, from oyster boats to microphone, in contrast to DEIS 

Summary: sound path from boats to microphone was unobstructed; 
microphone recorded boats in main channel but not west channel 



OB 

harbor seals 
oyster 
boat 

UEN 

west 

east 
lateral 

channel 

west channel 

route of oyster boat 

main 
channel 

Photo courtesy Todd 
Pickering and John Hulls 

Depending upon speed, boats heard for 400-800 feet; boat is 2250 feet from seals 

400 
feet 

800 
feet 

~750 yards 
between 
boat and 

seals 



NPS Misrepresented and Concealed Acoustic Data  
And Deceived the Peer Reviewers  

of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on DBOC 
Supplemental Analysis of FAA Data Obtained by FOIA 

Analysis of FAA VOLPE photographs and data from 
microphone PORE 004 data contradicts NPS DEIS. 

by Dr. Corey S. Goodman 

boat 



“2009 sound measurements” refers to 
VOLPE PORE 004 microphone along 

east shore of Drakes Estero near 
location of NPS secret cameras 

From NPS DEIS Chapter 3 

According to the NPS DEIS, the VOLPE PORE 004 microphone was on a 
bluff over Drakes Estero and may not have recorded DBOC boats due to 

the bluff blocking the sound path from boat to microphone. 

This was tested previously using Google earth elevation profiles of DBOC 
boats and PORE 004 microphone to determine that the sound path from the 

boat to the microphone was unobstructed, contradicting the DEIS. 

The recordings from PORE 004 microphone got dismissed with this sentence.  



The sound path from DBOC boats to the PORE 004 microphone was 
unobstructed; VOLPE 2011 report should have recorded DBOC boats 

VOLPE PORE 004 
microphone located 
close to NPS secret 
cameras along east 

shore of Drakes Estero 

The PORE 004 microphone was located on a bluff to record DBOC boats.  
The VOLPE 2011 report never mentioned DBOC boats, and the NPS DEIS 
never mentioned that the microphone had not recorded the DBOC boats.   



At 9:50 am on July 31, 2009, one FAA observer said to another at the start 
of their observer log session, while setting up at PORE 004 microphone: 

VOLPE PORE 004 
microphone located 
close to NPS secret 
cameras along east 

shore of Drakes Estero 

“There is a big show down between the Park Service and the 
one remaining oyster farmer down here.  Gonna return this to 
complete pristine wilderness, and he’s the hold out.  Now he’s 

got Feinstein on his side.” 



FAA observers at low tide took many photos of both boats and seals 

boat 
west channel 

lateral channel 

main channel 
PORE 004 
microphone 

In contrast to the statement in DEIS, the sound path from DBOC boats to PORE 004 
microphone was unobstructed; microphone should have recorded boats but did not. 

oyster bed 



FAA observers at low tide took many photos of both boats and seals 

west channel 

lateral channel 

main channel 

OB seals 



FAA observers at low tide took many photos of both boats and seals 

OB seals 



FAA Observer log of DBOC boat in lateral channel on July 31, 2009 

“loud birds” 

boat 

boat 

July 31, 2009 



airplane airplane 

boat boat 

Analysis of DBOC boat in the lateral channel on July 31, 2009 at 3:25 pm   

July 31, 2009 

boat 

Observer log begins 

Observer log ends 

“loud birds” 

DBOC boat was not detected 



PORE 004 recording between 3:00 pm and 4:00 pm on July 31, 2009 did 
not record DBOC boat in lateral channel as identified in FAA observer log 

dBA 

Boat in west and lateral channels 

“loud birds” July 31, 2009 DBOC boat was not detected 



PORE 004 recording between 3:00 pm and 4:00 pm on July 31, 2009 did 
not record DBOC boat in lateral channel as identified in FAA observer log 

dBA 

“loud birds” July 31, 2009 DBOC boat was not detected 


